I LOVE NEW things

new ways to chew…
Teething is a tough time for both mums and bubs, but it can
be even more stressful if you are a mum concerned about what
your baby is actually putting in their mouth! These clever
Dandelion Teether Keys are a clever twist on a traditional
teether. Made from cornstarch bioplastic, the Teether Keys
contain no BPAs, no phthalates, no PVCs and no lead. They
offer a baby safe teething option...not to mention interesting
jangling sounds and multi-textured surfaces to grasp and
explore. Just $12.99 from www.theworldofgood.com.au

new ways to eat…
Silly Billyz Bibs have developed a reputation for being cute,
practical and easy to clean with an easy wipe surface on one
side and absorbant terry towling on the other. Their bibs are
soft and comfortable and come in a fabulous range of colours.
The latest addition to the range are these super cute bandana
bibs - just perfect for that baby who keeps losing food down the
front of their bib! RRP from $7.95, email customerservice@
sillybillyz.com.au or call 1300 364 474 for stockists.

new ways to
say I love you
new ways to fit you…
With the average sized Australian woman sitting at around
14-16 these days, it makes sense that someone has come to the
rescue with a brand of maternity gear tailored specifically for
women sized 18 to 28. Making it clear that your bump IS a
baby bump, the range at Plus Maternity is designed specifically
for a larger woman to embrace their pregnant shape. Currently
only available online at www.plusmaternity.com.au, prices
for these long line shorts and tops are $79.95 each.

There are some simply
beautiful prints on the market
that you can use to decorate
your little ones space, but this
cute ‘eye chart’ print from
Design State really caught our
eye. With prices from $115,
shipping is free in Australia.
Visit www.designstate.bigcartel.com to see this and more.

new ways to clear
the air…
How’s this for a clever idea to stash in your nappy
bag? Baby Bottom Cleansing Mist! Used as a
gentle cleanser, the mist has pure certified organic
ingredients including the healing and antiinflammatory properties of marshmallow extract,
calendula, chamomille and aloe vera. A safe and
natural alternative to wipes great for bubs with a
super red bum! the nifty little bottle would also
be great to stash in a small bag allowing you to
use in an emergency with tissues, towling or toilet
paper. But what we love the most? The smell!
The most delightful, refreshing smell that has to
be a bonus in overcoming some of the not-solovely smells that can come at nappy time. Visit
www.brooklantree.com.au for more info.
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